
 

*Please note: This post has not been edited and is up for grabs!* Before we begin, what is a torrent? Torrenting is the process of downloading "torrents" which are data files containing an entire movie, TV show, album or other digital media file. Torrenting downloads these files in parts from the internet to your computer. You can use torrents to download movies, television shows or any other type of
media files. UWorld Step 1 Videos are another popular source for preparing for the USMLE Step 1 Exam. These videos are available in either video stream format or video download format where you can watch them on your computer or mobile device without streaming online or requiring an internet connection. How much do UWorld videos cost? Well, they are all free to view. However, when you
buy the video download format you are able to upload them to your computer or mobile device for offline viewing. What are the pros of downloading videos off the net vs. buying them on DVD? The pros of downloading videos off the net vs. buying them on DVD include: Video download format pros include: The only cons I have found in this process is that UWorld videos sometimes take a long
time to download or may be interrupted by errors. This isn't always the case, but in some cases it may happen so I wanted to point out this potential downfall. How do I get the videos on my computer? - By far the simplest way to avoid any interruptions is to download videos on your computer. This is also the most straight forward process. The only thing you need to do is click on the link of the video
you would like to watch. It will automatically download in an mp4 format and will be placed in your default Videos folder in your Documents folder in My Computer.

  - This method has many of the same pros and cons as using a torrent, which we'll go over next. However, if you choose this method you do not have to worry about any interruptions during your video downloads because it takes less than a minute for each video to finish downloading. The downside to this method is that you need to make sure you have enough space on your hard drive, and lots of
time to wait for videos to download.

  - This is the most time consuming way of getting UWorld videos on your computer and mobile devices. I would only recommend this method if you decide that using a torrent or using your down speed isn't doing it for you. You'll need a FTP client such as FileZilla (this link will take you to a free FileZilla demo account). 

  - Once you've downloaded FileZilla navigate to the video page on the UWorld website(this link will take you directly there). Here you will see a green button that says "Download Torrent". Click on that button and it should automatically open FileZilla.

  - On the left hand side of your FileZilla program you should see "Local Site" and on the right hand side "Remote Site". Highlight Remote Site and click the "Site" tab at the top of your program. You should now be able to enter in UWorld.com/videos under Servers. Once you've done this click the green button marked "Connect" in FileZilla.

  - Now you just have to find the video page again by clicking on the green button that says "Download Torrent".
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